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Mini review
This time along with presenting my own method of introducing
hyaluronic acid-based fillers for volumetric plasty of the middle and
lower thirds of male faces through a minimal number of punctures I
would like to bring up some aspects of correct understanding of male
patients’ expectations that practitioners are often not fully aware of.
In the last decades a drastic shift in public perception of gender
roles and biological sex1,2 has made development of a much wider
range of gender identities3,4 in individuals possible. Gender identity
is a personal conception of oneself as male, female or intersex, and
gender role is manifested within society by observable factors such as
behavior and appearance. Psychologists speak of gender as a whole
complexity of individual gender identity and gender role expressions,
related social interactions, public persona, personal experiences, and
psycho-emotional settings. It is generally recognized in psychology
that gender identity and gender role of a person may not be congruous
and even more, they may not directly correspond to this person’s
biological sex,5,6 so practitioner’s first intuitive perception of a patient
may sometimes be a bit misleading.
The modern Western society accepts and tolerates a wide range
of gender-variant behavior.7–9 An individual feels free to express
and accentuate own gender identity. Bearing all this in mind, a
cosmetologist working with male faces should be aware of own
intuitive perceptions prompting the seemingly best treatment for a
patient and do his/her best to understand correctly what this specific
patient really wants. Furthermore, a well-known to psychologists and
marketing specialists’ fact that people may not be able to formulate
their wishes in such a way that other people understand them correctly,
should be also taken into consideration. Moreover, males often tend
towards brevity of speech and too short descriptions.
Figure 1 shows the main areas of filler introduction for volumetric
correction of a male patient’s face. I use Juvederm Voluma, Restylane
Volyme etc. for this purpose–these HA-based fillers give a maximally
natural looking rejuvenative effect lasting 1-1,5 years. Filler injection
in these areas allows not only to correct a tired look caused by timerelated involution of face fat compartments,10 but also to accentuate
some masculine features or create a softer androgynous look according
to patient’s wishes. Injections should be made precisely into the fat
compartment to be corrected, so the success of the procedure depends
not only on the volume of the injected filler, but also on the injection
point’s layout and introduction method. The introduced preparation
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should be modeled immediately after injection in order to ensure an
even distribution of the filler and a natural looking result.

Figure 1 Shows the main areas of filler introduction for volumetric correction
of a male patient’s face.

Middle and lower face third correction
To correct these areas I use one access point in the nasolabial
fold located at 2/3 of its length inferiorly from the ala as shown
in Figure 2. After applying topic anesthetic cream a punction for
cannula introduction is made. This access point allows to accomplish
correction of the nasolabial fold (retrogradely), the area around the
corners of the mouth, the tear trough and the malar zone. The volume
of introduced filler varies–usually it takes 2,5-3,5ml to correct one
side. The advantage of this method is that it allows achieving a vivid
rejuvenative result using only one puncture per side. Nevertheless this
method requires a very good knowledge of the topographic anatomy
of fat compartments, so that incorrect placement of the preparation
can be avoided. Caution should be also taken to avoid injuring certain
neurovascular structures,11 for example, facial nerve branches that
innervate the area around corners of the mouth.
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Conclusion
I would like to note that besides good procedure techniques which
are essential for building up a sound expertise, development of the
skill to understand what patients really want and of a creative aesthetic
vision will bring the ability to achieve not just “good results”, but
a deeply satisfying outcome for every patient. Here awareness and
consideration of the above mentioned issues plays an important role,
especially in treatment of male patients.
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Angles of the mandible and mental area References
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The main task in correcting these areas with the use of volumetric
fillers is to restore, accentuate or slightly change the mandible outline.
Correction of angles of the mandible is made through a perpendicular
puncture that is carried through all soft tissue layers down to the bone.
Upon reaching the bone surface an aspiration test is made to make
sure that the filler will not be injected into a blood vessel. After that 1,
5-2ml of the preparation are very slowly (important!) introduced into
this area. A very slow introduction of the preparation allows a more
even distribution and ensures symmetry. If a follow-up examination
reveals insufficient correction, an extra amount of filler can be injected
two weeks after the first procedure. It should be held in mind that
Volumization of angles of the mandible accentuates masculinity.
Correction of a male chin is made using 2 symmetrically placed
injection points, the location of which is defined arbitrarily within
projection of the mental protuberance through palpation of the latter.
The injection is made at a right angle. 0, 5-1ml of filler is introduced in
a direction towards the bony edge of the mental protuberance on every
side. After that the injected preparation is modeled. I use to fixate the
mental area with surgical strips for the first 24hours in order to prevent
preparation displacement.

Nasolabial fold correction
If the patient wants to maintain or even accentuate a masculine
look, the nasolabial fold should be left untouched or should be
corrected not more than to half of its depth. The correction is made in
bolus technique in the upper third or in the upper and middle thirds
of the fold.
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